
unleash the within artist 
EAR 100

Sing And Record

With Karaoke Mic

Immerse in cinema quality surround sound.

7.1 Surround Sound7.1 Surround Sound7.1 Surround Sound

Magnetic  Latch
Earbuds

Experience handsfree audio, ensures longevity.

Gaming Mode
Elevate your gaming experience with real time

gaming audio!

MUSIC MODE
Relive the original audio quality up and close!

Super Realistic Bass
Listen to bass perfect audio seamlessly!

6 MONTHS
WARRANTY

Model :  Ear 100

Product Code :  POR 1528 (Black)

Wire Material : Nylon Braided                  

Audio Jack : Type C 

Cable Length :  1.3 Meter

TECHNICAL SPECIFCATIONS :

www.portronics.com Package Contents: Ear 100 (Wired Earphone)

1,999/-`
MRP

Music Game 7.1 Surround SoundSuper Bass

Lucid and Distinct Audio Quality: While going for an ear piece we always look for its audio

quality and the variability it has. The quality of audio differs on different volume thresholds

and also due to the pre fed equalizer settings. The Ear 100 however ensures that the audio

quality is consistent with its original quality but obviously is amplified. The listening

experience is enriched every time you tune in!

Super Fine Bass Enhanced Audio: The bass of any audio differs as the auditory factors keep

on fluctuating! A stable bass range allows for the precise audio output that has a good bass.

Ear 100 has been pre-set with the most variable range of bass and gives out audio that has

its own befitting bass range.

Sing And Record With Karaoke Mic: Karaoke became hands-free! If you love singing and

wish to have the expertise of a karaoke mic and recorder by your side, here’s your own

karaoke buddy. This portable karaoke mic aka Ear 100 earphones has the distinct mic

through which you can record and save audio with superb audio quality!

Experience Gaming With Vivid Audio: Every gaming enthusiast looks for just distinct audio

quality along with crystal clear visuals. It takes an entire console to create the perfect

atmosphere and the setup is definitely not portable! And if you travel frequently, portability

becomes the priority and this is where Ear 100 will be your perfect aide!

Hi-Fi Sound Output: Hi-Fi or high fidelity is the high quality reproduction of sound. This

feature is mostly found in speakers but it is hard to find in ear pieces. Now Ear 100 has Hi-Fi

output that makes the audio output finer and nuanced. It definitely enhances the stereo

sound and the output is just awe striking!

7.1 Surround Sound Effect: The sound system feature that channels music through 8

different channels and ensures that the audio output is just as lucid as it originally was. The

surround sound allows for the configuration to be aimed at different angles and distances

and is recreated accordingly. The feature cancels out white noise very precisely for garble

free and realistic listening experience!

USB Type-C Jack: The Ear 100 comes with a futuristic Type C jack that makes it

configurable with a variety of devices. This cable feature is also very power efficient allowing

only minimal charge dispense but the audio output is lucid and crisp. It allows for variability

in case you keep changing plug in devices, as most of the devices these days have a Type

C jack port. So, plug in and get lost in the audio wonderland!

Smart and Extremely Durable: We often look out for ear pieces or audio devices that last

long, but the material that is usually used in their manufacturing lags behind on the quality.

Although the variables are different, the Ear 100 has undergone several quality checks to

ensure that it is for the long run. It weathers out the best of the adversities and is extremely

travel friendly!

Tangle Resistant: Now did we speak the truth, when we said that everyone looks for an ear

piece that’s durable! Well, Ear 100 is tangle resistant and is absolutely durable. Like you can

literally throw it away, yet it will be in just fine working condition! It has been designed to

weather even the worst keep conditions and hence is an OG in its league!

Wide Compatibility: You can plug it in your smartphone and also any device that has an

Type-C jack basically. Use it just anyway you want and the audio output remains distortion

free no matter what device it is plugged into!


